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English

Year 11 ‘Core Question’ work – GCSE English Language – Autumn HT2
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‘Dirty 30’ – common
misspellings
Accommodation
Beautiful
Because
Beginning
Believe
Business
Ceiling
Decided
Disappear
Disappointed
Embarrass
Extremely
Friend
Immediately
Minute
Necessary
Neighbour
Nervous
Opportunity
Persuade

21 Queue
22 Queuing
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Quiet
Quite
Receive
Separate
Sincerely
Surprised
Until
A lot
Synonyms
Amazing: astonishing,
astounding, phenomenal,
inspiring, remarkable,
spectacular, extraordinary.

Instead of:
‘makes the reader want to
read on’ try …
 creates an atmosphere of
…
 makes the reader reassess
who has their sympathy…
 causes us to question the
motives of …
 reminds the reader of …
 creates a motif of …
 develops the idea that …
 illustrates the character’s
feelings towards …
 reinforces the reader’s
suspicion that …
 reveals a new facet of …
 intensifies the sense of …
 emphasises the idea that …
 allows the reader a greater
understanding of ...

Sentence Types


Declarative Sentence:
The most common type
of sentence as they are
used to make
statements. – This is my
favourite band.
 Interrogative Sentence:
This is the sentence we
use when we want to
ask a question. - When
did the new Silverchair
album launch?
 Exclamatory Sentence:
For when we just want
to shout. These are
easily identifiable as
they have an
exclamation point at the
end. - Silverchair’s new
album is so good!
 Imperative Sentence:
Used when giving
Structural Devices
commands. – Listen to
Silverchair.
Critical verbs – other ways
 Beginning/Middle/End
to say ‘This shows…’
 Paragraph Length
Exemplifies, illuminates,
 Changes in perspective
encapsulates, clarifies,
 Changes in focus
connotes, portrays,
 Change in tone
illustrates, emphasises,
 Foreshadowing
depicts, alludes to,
 Juxtaposing
highlights, implies, defines,
 Flashback/Flash-forward
displays, conveys,
 Tense written in
demonstrates, proves,
 First/Second/Third person
suggests, points out, points
Evil: atrocious, base, depraved, to, reveals, explains,
authenticates, validates,
degenerate, diabolical,
fiendish, immoral, malevolent, confirms, presents, tells us,
illustrates, indicates,
nefarious, sinister, wicked.
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Bad: abominable, atrocious,
corrupt, dismal,
disagreeable, despicable,
ghastly, harmful, immoral,
scandalous, unruly.

Good: acceptable, admirable,
exceptional, favourable, noble,
orderly, obedient, positive,
respectful, valuable, worthy.

establishes, exhibits,
outlines, defines, from this
we learn..., evidence of/that
positions us to see..., is a
microcosm of..., is
representative of...

Happy: blissful, contented,
delighted, elated, ecstatic,
Interesting: alluring,
fortunate, gratified, joyous,
appealing, compelling,
jubilant, lively, overjoyed,
captivating, entertaining,
thrilled, upbeat.
engrossing, enchanting,
Strange: abnormal,
Dangerous: alarming, dire,
fascinating, gripping,
astounding, curious, deviant,
foreboding, formidable,
eccentric, erratic, exceptional, intriguing, refreshing,
hazardous, ominous,
mystifying, offbeat, perplexing, striking, thought
perilous, sinister,
peculiar, remarkable, rare,
provoking.
threatening, treacherous.
unaccountable.
Quick Punctuation Tasks – tick them off each time you complete the tasks.
Full stop, question mark or exclamation
 look at the state of those boots
mark?
 how did they get so muddy
1 Write the sentences opposite using the
 put them outside please
correct punctuation. Don’t forget to use
capital letters.
Full stop, question mark or exclamation
 the mouse ran across the floor
mark?
 look out it’s a cat
2 Write the sentences opposite using the
 will the mouse be able to escape
correct punctuation. Don’t forget to use
capital letters.
Full stop, question mark or exclamation
 the pirate dug for hours and hours
mark?
 do you think he’ll find anything
3 Write the sentences opposite using the
 what an enormous treasure chest
correct punctuation. Don’t forget to use
capital letters.
Full stop, question mark or exclamation
 stop thief
mark?
 that man stole a necklace out of my
4 Write the sentences opposite using the
jewellery shop
correct punctuation. Don’t forget to use
 will the police catch him
capital letters.
Colons
Colons are used before an explanation:
•
It took two hours: it was a difficult job.
They introduce quotations:
•
Macbeth is going mad: ‘Is this a dagger I see before me?’
They introduce lists:
•
The collection was wide and varied: historic manuscripts; suits of armour; ancient
bones; and hundreds of gold coins.
Rewrite the sentences below, using a colon. Tick them off each time you complete a task.
1 He was going to buy three things a chair, a table and a bookcase.
Beautiful: divine, elegant,
exquisite, glorious,
magnificent, radiant,
ravishing, splendid.
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2
3
4

John wrote ‘I wish you a merry Christmas!’
They will not make it the storm is too strong.
Some people like a quiet life other people are risk-takers.
The driving instructor has given me three options to resit the test, to pay for additional
5
lessons, or to take the bus.
6 A finally found a perfect car a Reliant Robin.
Bill became the man we thought he would he won an Olympic medal and founded his
7
own charity.
8 Every referee must have a whistle, stopwatch, and set of red/yellow cards.
9 Arthur Birling is pompous and arrogant ‘Unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable.’
10 No one understands me they’re all too busy living in their own little world.
Once you have completed each of these tasks, create your own.
Semi-colons
Semi-colons are also used to show that two clauses are closely related, when the writer does
not want to use a connective or a full stop:
•
The flowers are blooming; the trees are green.
1 Call me tomorrow I will give you my answer then.
2 English was Anna’s hardest subject she also really struggled in Science.
3 Shaun loves to swim his brother prefers to snorkel.
4 Climbing a mountain shouldn’t be done when it rains the rocks become too slippery.
5 I always recommend Nandos they have a great menu.
6 Exeter Chiefs are amazing Sandy Park is one of the best stadiums.
7 London is a vast and overcrowded area it is diverse and vibrant.
8 Travelling by train can be swift and efficient travelling by bus can be slow and tedious.
9 I haven’t completed my Home Learning I watched television instead.
Too many times things are rushed through last minute people need to be more
10
organised.
Once you have completed each of these tasks, create your own.
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Maths
Higher and Foundation
Golden Knowledge
CQ Question
1
What is the formula for the area of a
rectangle?

2

What is the formula for the area of a
parallelogram?

3

What is the formula for the area of a
triangle?

4

What is the formula for the area of a
trapezium?

5

What is the diameter formula for the
Circumference of a circle?

6

What is the radius formula for the
circumference fo a circle?

7

What is the formula for the area of a
circle?

8

What is the formula for Pythagoras
theorem?

9

What are the three trig rations?

10

What is the formula for the volume
of a cuboid?

Answer
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11

What is the formula for the volume
of a prism?

12

What is the formula for the volume
of a cylinder

13

What is the formula for speed?

14

What is the formula for Density?

15

What is the formula for Pressure?

Higher only
CQ Question
16 What is the Quadratic Formula?

17

What is the Sine rule?

18

What is the Cosine rule?

19

What is the formula for the area of
a triangle without the
perpendicular height?

20

What is the formulae for the
volume of a Pyramid?

Answer
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Science

Organic Chemistry and Chemical Analysis Core questions
Question

Answer

1

What is a pure substance?

2

What is a formulation?

3

What is the active ingredient?

The particular chemical in a formulation that
gives the desired effect.

4

What is chromatography?

5

What is the mobile phase?

A separation technique that separates
mixtures of soluble substances.
The part of a chromatography experiment
that moves during the experiment, either a
liquid solvent or an inert gas.

6

What is the stationary phase?

The part of a chromatography experiment
that does not move during the experiment,
either paper or gel.

7

What is the Rf value?

In paper chromatography, this is the distance
moved by the substance divided by the
distance moved by the solvent. Different
substances have different values.

8

What is a chromatogram?

9

What is gas-liquid
chromatography?

10

What is crude oil and how is it
made?

11

What is a hydrocarbon?

12

What is a finite resource?

The final output of a chromatography
experiment the can be analysed to identify
substances present.
An advanced form of chromatography that
uses an inert gas as the mobile phase and a
column of gel-coated beads as the stationary
phase.
A fossil fuel made millions of years ago from
the compressed remains of dead aquatic
organisms. Made up of a mixture of
hydrocarbons.
Any substance that contains only the
elements carbon and hydrogen covalently
bonded together.
Any resource that will eventually run out.

A single element or compound that is not
mixed with anything else.
A mixture that has been designed as a useful
product and follows a fixed recipe.

8

13

What are alkanes?

A homologous series of hydrocarbons in
which each carbon has 4 single bonds. The
general formula is *cnh2n+2*.

14

What is fractional distillation?

15

What is a fraction?

An advanced separation technique that
separates mixtures of substances based on
differences in boiling points.
Any part of crude oil made of hydrocarbons
with similar boiling points removed during
fractional distillation. Each fraction has
different properties and uses.

16

A substance that readily turns into a gas.

17

What does the term volatile
mean?
What does viscosity mean?

18

What does flammability mean?

19

What is complete combustion?

A measure of how easily a substance can
ignite and catch fire.
When a hydrocarbon fuel burns completely in
air to produce only carbon dioxide and water.

20

What is incomplete combustion?

21

What is cracking?

22

What are alkenes?

A homologous series of hydrocarbons that
contains one carbon-carbon double bond. The
general formula is *cnh2n*.

23

What is the structural formula?

24

What does saturated mean?

25

What does unsaturated mean?

26

What is a homologous series?

A diagrammatic way of showing how the
atoms in a molecule are arranged.
A hydrocarbon that does not contain any
double bonds.
A hydrocarbon that contains at least one
double bond.
A group of compounds that have the same
general formula and display trends in physical
properties.

A measure of how easily a substance flows.

When a hydrocarbon burns and not enough
oxygen is present. Water, toxic *carbon
monoxide* and carbon soot particles are the
products.
A process that uses high temperatures and a
catalyst to thermally decompose long chain
hydrocarbons into shorter chain ones.
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Waves Core questions
Question

Answer

1

Describe a transverse wave

2

Describe a longitudinal wave

3

Give two examples of transverse
waves
Give two examples of longitudinal
waves
How would you show that in a
sound wave, the wave travels but
not the air?
How would you show that in a
water wave, the wave travels but
not the water?
Give the formula for period and
frequency
Define "amplitude"

Oscillations occur at right angles to direction
of energy travel
Oscillations occur parallel to direction of
energy travel
Light, ripple on a pond

4
5

6

7
8

Sound, a plucked slinky
Observe a helium balloon in the path of the
wave: it will oscillate about a fixed position
Observe a float in the path of the wave: it
will oscillate about a fixed position
Period = 1/ frequency

15

The distance from the point of zero
disturbance to the point of maximum
disturbance
How would you measure the speed Fire a starting pistol at distance, record the
of sound waves?
time between seeing the pistol flash and
hearing the bang, speed = distance / time
How would you measure the speed Using a ripple tank and lamp, follow a single
of water waves?
crest with a pencil and record the time from
one end to the other. Speed = distance /
time
What is the "electromagnetic
A set of electromagnetic waves with a range
spectrum"?
of frequencies, all travelling at the same
speed in a vacuum
State the names of the waves in
Radio, microwave, infra-red, visible, ultrathe EM spectrum in order from
violet, X-rays, gamma rays
longest to shortest wavelength
Which group of electromagnetic
Radio
waves has the longest
wavelength?
Which group of electromagnetic
Gamma
waves has the highest frequency?
State a use of radio waves
Communication

16

State three uses of microwaves

17

State two uses of infra-red waves

18
19

State a use of visible light
State three uses of ultraviolet light

9

10

11

12

13

14

Cooking, mobile phones, satellite
communications
Cooking, communications

10

Optical fibres
Counterfeit note detection, fluorescent
bulbs, tanning beds

20

State a use of X-rays

Medical diagnosis

21

State two uses of gamma rays

Sterilising medical equipment , treating
cancer

22

Define "frequency"

Number of wave cycles in 1 second

23

Define "wavelength"

Distance from a point on a wave to the
equivalent point on the next wave

24

Give the formula for wave velocity,
frequency and wavelength

V = f
Velocity = frequency x wavelength

25

What happens in reflection? (HT)

A wave bounces off the surface of a material

26

What is "colour"? (HT)

A property of visible light determined by its
frequency

27

What happens in refraction? (HT)

A wave changes direction as it travels
through a material because it changes
speed

28

What happens in absorption?

29

What happens in transmission?

The wave's energy is transferred to an atom
and the wave is stopped
Waves pass through a material

30

Why do we see a green object as
green?

It reflects green light and absorbs all other
wavelength
It transmits blue light and absorbs all other
wavelengths

31

How does a blue filter work?
32

What are radio waves produced
by? (HT)

Oscillations in electrical circuits

33

What can absorbed radio waves
can induce? (HT)
Where do gamma rays come
from?
What are the three ionising
electromagnetic waves?
What is "radiation dose"?

Oscillations in electrical circuits

37

What are the dangers from
ultraviolet waves?

Premature skin ageing; increased risk of
skin cancer due to ionisation

38

What are the dangers from X-rays
and gamma rays?

Ionisation leading to mutation leading to
cancer

34
35
36

Changes in the atomic nucleus
Ultraviolet, X-rays, gamma rays
A measure of the risk of harm from
exposure to radiation
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39

What is the unit of radiation dose?

miliSieverts (mSv)

40

What does damage from radiation
depend on?

What part of the body is exposed, amount
and type of radiation

Magnetism and Electromagnetism Core questions
1
2
3

Question
What is a magnetic field?

Answer
The area in which a magnetic material
experiences the magnetic force
With field lines
The higher the distance, the lower the
force

4

How is a magnetic field shown?
How does the distance from a
magnet affect the size of the
magnetic force experienced?
What do two “like” poles do?

5

What do two “unlike” poles do?

Attract

6

North pole to South pole

7

What direction do field lines flow
in?
What is a permanent magnet?

8

What is an induced magnet?

9

What is an electromagnet?

10 Describe the magnetic field
around a current-carrying wire.

Repel

An object that always has a magnetic field
around it
An object that has been turned into a
magnet because of the presence of a
magnetic field
A current-carrying wire has a magnetic
field around it
Circular around the wire

11 What is a solenoid?
12 Describe the magnetic field
around a solenoid

A coil of current-carrying wire
Straight through the coil, looping at the
ends of the coil. Ends of the coil act as N
and S poles.
13 How can we increase the strength Add a soft magnetic core
of the field around a solenoid?

12

14 Describe the motor effect (HT)

15 Describe Fleming’s Left Hand
Rule (HT)

16 Describe how an electric motor
makes one half-turn
17 Explain how a commutator allows
a DC motor to turn continuously

A current-carrying wire placed in a
magnetic field, at right angles to the field,
will experience a force
Force, magnetic field and current are at
right angles to each other
ThuMb = Motion
First finger = Field
SeCond finger = Current
The coil experiences a force up on one side
and down on the other, due to the motor
effect (the current is at right angles to the
field).
The commutator causes the current to
reverse its direction through the coil every
half turn. This means that the forces on the
coil are always acting to turn it in the same
direction.
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Geography
Core Question
1
2

34

56
7

What is an ecosystem?
What is the difference between
a biotic and abiotic element of
an ecosystem?
What does interdependence in
an ecosystem mean?
What is a biome?
What is the global distribution of
the coral reef biome?

8
Give an environmental condition
needed for a coral reef biome.
9
Give an example of a
characteristic of flora or fauna
found in a coral reef biome.

10
11

What is the global distribution of
the tropical grassland biome?
Give one characteristic of the
climate of a tropical grassland
biome.

12

Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in a tropical
grassland biome.

13

14

Knowledge
Community of living parts interacting with nonliving parts in an area.
Biotic elements are living parts of an area and
abiotic are non-living parts.
When climate, soil, flora and fauna are reliant on
each other (need each other) and/or linked
together.
Large ecosystem spanning over many countries
with its own climate, soil, plants and animals.
30°N and S of Equator in tropical and subtropical oceans.
One of the following:
 Average 18°C ocean temperature.
 Warm water all year.
 Clear and shallow ocean (less than 30m).
One of the following:
 Coral polyps that secrete calcium carbonate
to make a skeleton outside their bodies =
coral reef.
 25% of all marine fauna (two million species
of marine animal).
 Sea grasses grow here and protect a habitat
for reef animals.
Between 5° and 30° N and S of the Equator.
One of the following:
 High temperatures (20°C-30°C) all year
around.
 Long dry season and short wet season.
One of the following:
 Widely spaced baobab trees which have long
roots to get groundwater are usually drought
and fire resistant in order to survive dry
season.
 Home to herds of herbivores e.g. antelopes
and elephants.
 Home to carnivores that stalk herds e.g. cats
such as lions.

What is the global distribution of
the temperate grassland biome?

Centre of continents between 40° and 60° N of
the Equator.

Give one characteristic of the
climate of a temperature
grassland biome.

One of the following:
 Very hot summers and very cold winters.
 Low rainfall only during growing season.

14

15

16

Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in a temperate
grassland biome.

One of the following:
 Grasses such as tussock grass grow more
than trees due to low rainfall.
 Grasses are good for grazing animals such as
kangaroos, bison and wild horses.

What is the global distribution of
the temperate deciduous forest
biome?

Between 40°-60° N and S of the Equator.

17
Give one characteristic of the
climate of a temperature
deciduous forest biome.
18
Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in a temperate
deciduous forest biome.

19

What is the global distribution of
the hot desert biome?

20
Give one characteristic of the
climate of a hot desert biome.
21

Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in a hot desert
biome.

22
What is the global distribution of
the tropical rainforest biome?
23

24

Describe the characteristics of
the climate of the tropical
rainforest biome.
Why does the tropical rainforest
have a hot climate?

One of the following:
 4 seasons (spring, summer, autumn and
winter).
 Rain falls throughout the year.
 Mild temperatures with no extremes.
One of the following
 Deciduous trees – trees grow for 6-8 months
and then shed their leaves during the winter
season to protect them from frost.
 Animals have to deal with colder winters –
some migrate e.g. swallows.
 Animals have to deal with colder winters –
black bears hibernate in winter.
5° and 30°N and S of the Equator, with most
around the Tropics (23.5°N and S).
One of the following:
 Annual precipitation around 40mm.
 Extremely hot temperatures in day (35-50°C).
 Temperatures drop below freezing at night
(no cloud cover to trap heat from day).
One of the following:
 Cacti have spiky, waxy leaves to reduce loss
of water through evaporation and to prevent
being eaten.
 Cacti have short roots spread over a large
area to catch any water that falls.
 Lack of animals – most borrow in ground to
escape heat e.g. meerkats.
 Camels have humps on their backs to store
fat and water.
One of the following:
 Between the Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn.
 On the Equator.
 South America, Africa, Asia, southern parts of
North America and northern parts of Oceania.
Warm all year round (between 27-30°C) with a
dry and wet season. Even in dry season, it rains
every day.
They are in the tropical climate zone which is
very close to the equator where the sun always
shines directly overhead.
15

25

26

In the tropical rainforest biome,
the hot midday sun causes
water on the surface to
evaporate as well as water on
plants (evapotranspiration). It
condenses into rainclouds and
rains on the rainforest. This
happens in the afternoon every
day. What is this process
called?
What are the four layers of the
tropical rainforest biome from
shortest to tallest?

27

Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in a tropical
rainforest biome.

28
Describe the nutrient cycle of
the tropical rainforest biome.

29

What is the greatest store of
nutrients in the tropical
rainforest biome’s nutrient
cycle?

30

Give a characteristic of the soil
profile of the tropical rainforest?

31
How is the tropical rainforest
biome’s ecosystem
interdependent?

Convectional rainfall.

Forest floor, understory, canopy and emergent
layer.
One of the following:
 Plants have drip tip leaves meaning no water
stays on them so algae and moss doesn’t
grow and block out sunlight.
 Buttress roots on trees allow nutrients to get
out of shallow soil.
 Many animals use camouflage such as
insects which pretend to be sticks and leaves
to make it hard to be seen so they don’t get
eaten.
Leaves fall of trees and decompose (rots)
quickly. The nutrients from this is taken by
nutrient hungry plants/trees to help them grow so
few nutrients enter the soil. This is why most
vegetation has roots close to surface/above
ground.
Biomass (living plants and animals).
One of the following:
 Soils are generally shallow and poor as they
lack minerals/nutrients due to the absorption
of nutrients by plants from the litter layer
above the soil.
 Due to high rainfall, minerals in the soil such
as calcium and magnesium are leached
(taken) away into groundwater.
One of the following:
 Tree/plants take nutrients from decomposing
plants/animals on litter layer to grow.
 Dead animals and plants add nutrients to the
litter layer and soil.
 Animals rely on trees/plants for food.
 Nutrients leach from litter layer into soil.
 Plants and trees take water from soil.
16

32
33

What does a tropical rainforest
good mean?
What does a tropical rainforest
service mean?

34

Give an example of a tropical
rainforest good.

35
Give an example of a tropical
rainforest service?

36

What is deforestation?

37

Give a cause of deforestation.

38

Give an impact of deforestation.

39

A holiday that is responsible by
protecting the environment,
respecting local cultures,
benefiting local communities,
protecting natural resources and
causing minimal pollution and
impact is called an example of
what?

A material or resource we can physically get from
a rainforest.
A job or role that a rainforest provides for local
people or the rest of the world.
One of the following:
 Medicine.
 Raw materials such as timber and palm oil.
 Chocolate.
 Fruit and vegetables.
 Nuts.
 Rubber.
 Vanilla seed pods.
One of the following:
 Stores carbon from the atmosphere.
 Provides habitats.
 Reduces flood risk.
 Protects soils.
 Tourism.
The cutting down of trees without the intention of
replanting them.
One of the following:
 Gold mining (mineral extraction).
 Cattle ranching (farming cows).
 Agriculture (farming).
 Oil and gas drilling.
 Tourism (building hotels and lodges).
 Getting raw materials such as timber for
manufacturing (logging).
One of the following:
 Habitats destroyed and species go extinct.
 Change traditional way of life.
 Increased CO2.
 Increased flooding.
 Locals don’t make money.
 Less chance of finding cures to diseases.
 Government of countries use money from
sale of trees to improve country.
 Tribes lose homes and way of life.
 Rivers polluted by chemicals from mining.

Ecotourism.
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40

What does being sustainable
mean?

41

CASE STUDY: Give a reason
why the Samasati Retreat’s
management of an area of
Costa Rica’s tropical rainforest
is seen as sustainable.

42

Where is Antarctica?

43
Where is the Arctic?
44
45

What biome is the Arctic in?

Tundra biome.

Give one characteristic of the
climate of the Arctic’s tundra
biome.

One of the following:
 Colder than 10°C, and can reach -90°C.
 Very low rainfall.
One of the following:
 Trees do not grow in the permafrost areas.
When the surface layer melts in summer,
small plants such as cotton grass flower.
 When the surface layer of the permafrost
melts in the summer, shallow lakes and bogs
appear which attract insects, birds and other
wildlife.
 Polar bears have thick insulated fur to help
them survive the cold temperature.

46

Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in the Arctic’s
tundra biome.

47
48

Does not impact socially, economically or
environmentally in the present as well as in the
future.
One of the following:
 The nature retreat employs only local people.
 Rainwater is collected on roofs and used for
toilets and showers.
 No heavy machinery used in the construction.
 Building made from legally sourced wood.
 Guests do conservation work.
 The buildings fit between trees in the forest so
not old trees were destroyed.
 Natural light and ventilation minimises energy
use.
 Tourists learn about protecting species.
A continent covered in ice which lies south of the
Antarctic Circle (66.5°S).
Ocean surrounded by countries such as Russia
and Canada, which lies north of the Arctic Circle
(66.5°N).

What biome is Antarctica in?

Polar biome.

Give one characteristic of the
climate of Antarctica’s polar
biome.

One of the following:
 Colder than 10°C, and can reach -90°C.
 Very low rainfall.
One of the following:
 Too extreme for plants to grow, only algae
and lichens survive on the bare rock found on
the coast.
 Penguins nest on the ice shelves for parts of
the year.
 No animals live in the interior of Antarctica
due to extreme temperature.

49
Give a characteristic of flora or
fauna found in Antarctica’s polar
biome.
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50

What is the land and sea like in
Antarctica?

51
What is the land and sea like in
the Arctic?
52

How is the Arctic ecosystem
interdependent?

53
How is the Antarctic ecosystem
interdependent?

54

55

How does scientific research
impact the Arctic?
How does mineral exploitation
(drilling for oil) impact the
Arctic?

56
How does whaling impact the
Arctic?
57
How does fishing impact the
Arctic?

58
How does tourism impact the
Arctic?
59

Around 99% of land is covered with an ice sheet;
the rest is bare weathered rock on the coast. Ice
shelves extend over the cold Southern Ocean.
One of the following:
 Most land is made up of permafrost
(permanently frozen ground). The top few
centimetres melt in the summer (active layer).
 Sea ice forms in the winter months.
One of the following:
 Plants growing on the surface absorb
sunlight, protecting the permafrost and
preventing it from thawing too much.
 The permafrost keeps melted water near the
surface so when the climate warms in the
summer it is available for plants.
 Animals rely on eating other animals for
survival (e.g. polar bear eats seals).
One of the following:
 Due to an extremely cold climate and no soil
there is no vegetation, therefore main food
chains rely on the ocean.
 Tiny phytoplankton act as vegetation here by
absorbing energy from sun, get eaten by krill,
which get eaten by whales.
Land pollution and damage to habitats, caused
by scientists littering in seas or leaving faulty
equipment behind.
One of the following:
 Oil spills can damage habitats and wildlife.
 Pipelines built to transport gas and oil can
cause permafrost to melt.
By the late 20th Century, many whale species
had been driven to nearly extinction. Commercial
whaling was banned in 1986 but is still allowed
for small indigenous communities.
One of the following:
 Some species have been threatened by overfishing (e.g. Patagonian Toothfish).
 Food chains are affected by fish populations
shrinking e.g. less fish means less seals
which means less polar bears.
One of the following:
 Disrupting breeding colonies (e.g. of seals
and birds).
 Littering affecting wildlife (e.g. getting stuck).

CASE STUDY: Give one reason
One of the following:
why the Antarctic Treaty’s global
 A ban on mining for 50 years or until all
scale management of Antarctica
countries agree to end it.
is seen as sustainable.
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CASE STUDY: Give one reason
why the Union Glacier Camp’s
small scale management of
Antarctica is seen as
sustainable.

A ban on killing or interfering with wildlife (no
dogs can be taken to Antarctica).
 Military bases and weapons training not
allowed.
 Requires all countries to share results of
scientific research.
 Nuclear explosions and nuclear waste
disposal is not allowed.
 Does not recognise any country’s claim on
territory.
 All waste must be removed (dumping or
burning rubbish is banned).
 There are controls on fishing in the Southern
Ocean around Antarctica.
 All activities must be assessed for their likely
impact on the environment before they are
allowed.
One of the following:
 When visiting penguin colonies visitors must
stay at least 5m away in groups of 20 and
follow specific routes to not disturb/scare the
animals.
 All activities are low impact such as
walking/trekking, ensuring that tourism is not
having a negative impact on the environment.
 Some equipment is powered by solar panels
to reduce the use of diesel, reducing the
impact of pollution.
 Education on the area and conservation
provides people with stories to take home of
the fragility of Antarctica. People will be less
likely to damage it.
 All waste must be removed (dumping or
burning rubbish is banned).
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History
Core Question Germany

Answer

1. What was the name of Germany’s
last Emperor (Kaiser)?
2. Which country was Kaiser Wilhelm
jealous of in terms of Empire, industry
and military?
3. What was the economic growth under
the Kaiser?
4. Why was socialism growing in
influence by 1900?
5. Why did Trade Unions grow by 1914?

Wilhelm II
Britain
By 1914 Germany produced 1/3 of the world’s
electrical goods. Successful chemical and steel
industries.
Industrialisation made some very rich, but
ordinary workers pay was low and working
conditions were poor
Workers were looking for better pay and
conditions. They organised strikes.

6. What was Germany’s foreign policy
called?
7. What was the Kaisers role?
8. Who was in charge of the Navy?
9. Who surrendered to Germany in
1917
10. When did USA join the war?
11. How did Britain put pressure on the
German population?
12. What did the Sailors in Kiel do?
13. When did Germany surrender?

Weltpolitik
Controlled the Army, proposed laws.
Admiral von Tirpitz
Russia
1917
Blockade of Merchant ships
Mutiny
November 11th 1918.
Failure of the war
No support from army
Forced to by allies
November Criminals

14. Give one reason why the Kaiser
abdicated
15. What was the nickname given to the
government for signing the armistice?
16. Who was the first President of the
Weimar Republic?
17. What was the name of the
government set up before the
Weimar Republic was established
18. Who was Head of the Weimar
Republic?
19. Who was head of the government of
the Weimar Republic?
20. Name a strength of the Weimar
constitution

Ebert
The Council of People's Representatives
President
Chancellor
Democratic
.
Led to coalitions
Hard to make decisions
Weak and reliant on army
Loss of land
Felt like a dikat

21. Name a weakness of the Weimar
constitution
22. Give a reason why the German
people hated the Treaty of Versailles.
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High reparations
War guilt
Cuts to army
Stab in the back
23. What was proportional
representation?
24. Which group tried to seize power in
January 1919?
25. Which group helped the government
beat them?

Percentage of votes = percentage of seats
Spartacists
Freikorps
Karl Liebknecht
Rosa Luxemberg

26. Who led the Spartacists
27. What was the name of the attempt to
seize power by the Free Corps in
1920?
28. Name a Weimar politician who was
assassinated between 1919 and
1923
29. Why did the French and Belgians
invade the Ruhr in 1923?
30. What was the name for the strike the
German people did in protest?
31. How many Germans were killed by
the occupying soldiers?
32. What percentage of coal, iron and
steel reserves were in the Ruhr?
33. What caused hyperinflation?
34. What was the price of a loaf of bread
in 1923?
35. Name a negative effect of the
hyperinflation

Kapp Putsch
Hugo Haasse
Matthias Erzberger
Walther Rathenau
Germans stopped paying reparations
passive resistance
132
80%
Printing of money to pay strikers
200,000 billion marks
There were shortages of food
People lost their savings
People with loans
People who had good they could sell
Foreign visitors

36. Who benefited from hyperinflation?
37. What was the name of the new
currency introduced to solve
hyperinflation?
38. name a way the Dawes plan helped
Germany economically
39. What agreement extended
reparations payments for another 59
years?
40. Why did the French agree to leave
the Ruhr

Rentenmark
Reduced the amount of reparations to be paid
Loaned Germany $25 billion
Young Plan
Germany agreed to a policy of fulfilment
Agreed borders
Permanently demilitarised the Rhineland

41. What did the Locarno Pact do?
42. What group was Germany allowed to
join in 1926

The League of Nations
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43. What did the Kellogg-Briand Pact
agree?
44. Name a consequence of
Stresemann's work

45. Name an area which improved
standard of living for Germans
between 1924 - 29.

46. Name a way in which the rights of
women improved under the Weimar
Republic
47. Name ways life for women improved
under the Weimar Republic
48. Name a way culture changed during
the Weimar Republic

Promised that countries would not use to war to
achieve foreign policy aims.
Improved Germany's economy
Made Germany dependant on US loans
Made people more confident in WR and less
likely to vote for extremist parties
Unemployment rates dropped
Wages and work conditions improved
Housing improved
War veterans and widows were paid pensions
Education improved
They could vote
They could join the government
They had equal rights with men
They had equal marriage
They had equal rights at work
More went to work
They wore new fashions, make up and jewellery
They smoke and drank
Art
Architecture
Cinema
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Core Question Korea.
49. What does the term ‘Cold War’
mean?
50. Name one difference between
capitalism and communism.

Answer
A war without fighting / a war of words /
ideological conflict
Democracy vs. dictatorship / individual profit vs.
state owned / freedom of speech vs. limits

51. How had Russia taken over Eastern
Europe?

Rigged elections / murder & Terror

52. What was the name of the
American policy that aimed to stop
the spread of communism?
53. Which country controlled Korea
between 1904 and 1945?
54. What was the name given to the
dividing line between North Korea
and South Korea?
55. In what year were separate
governments set up in North and
South Korea?
56. What was the name of the leader of
North Korea?
57. What was the name of the leader of
South Korea?
58. Which country became communist
in 1949?
.
59. What happened in relations
between North and South Korea on
25th June 1950?
60. What was the name of the US
president who appealed to the
United Nations Security Council to
support US military action in Korea?
61. Why didn’t the Soviet Union use
their power of veto to prevent the
United Nations taking action in
Korea?
62. What was the name of the US
General put in charge of the UN
troops?
63. After the first North Korean attack
what was the name of the only area
of South Korea that had not been
conquered?
64. Where did the UN forces launch a
successful amphibious attack?

Truman Doctrine / Policy of Containment

Japan

38th parallel
1948

Kim Il Sung
Syngman Rhee
China
Forces from North Korea invaded the South

Harry Truman

They were not at the meeting / they were
boycotting due to China

General Douglas MacArthur

Pusan

Inchon
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65. What was the name of the river
Yalu River
close to the Chinese border where
UN troops reached after they
crossed the 38th parallel in October
1950?
66. What was the name given to the
People’s Volunteer Army
Chinese troops who joined the war
to help North Korea?
67. What tactical mistake did MacArthur
He split his forces in two
make when he attempted to renew
his attack on the Chinese?
68. What was the capital of South
Seoul
Korea that the Chinese forces took
over on 4th January 1951?
69. What military action did MacArthur
Dropping the atomic bomb
advise on December, 1950?
70. What happened to General
He was dismissed (sacked) / fell out with Truman
MacArthur in April 1951?
71. What happened to the Korean War
Reached a stalemate
by early summer 1951 (similar to
WW1)?
72. Who was elected as the new
Dwight (Ike) Eisenhower
President of USA in 1952?
73. What happened to Stalin in 1953
He died
which impacted on the end of the
Korean War?
74. Why did North Korea and China
They were concerned they would not get
agree to an armistice after Stalin’s
continued support from Russia.
death?
75. When was the armistice / cease-fire
27th July 1953
eventually signed?
76. What was the main point of
Prisoners of war
disagreement between the two
sides in the negotiations for peace?
77. What is the name of the land
De-militarised zone
between North Korea and South
Korea set up as part of the
armistice which is still in place
today?
78. Were there any gains from the War
None – border remained along the 38th Parallel
for Korea?
79. What was a loss of the war for
• Huge casualties – 1.3 million – equal numbers
Korea?
from North and South (military and civilians)
• One in ten civilians dead
• Industry and agriculture ruined
• Millions of refugees created
• Korea split into North and South – not united.
80. What was a gain from the war for
• Gained respect by taking direct action
the UN?
• Used their forces to stop aggression
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•
81. What was a loss from the War for
the UN?

•
•

82. What was a gain from the War for
the USSR?

•

Achieved join action – more effective than
League of Nations.
Over 30,000 casualties - most were US troops
Only able to act because USSR were not at
Security Council meetings and couldn’t veto
action in Korea.
Achieved close friendship with Communist
China
Conflict between China and USA was to
Russia’s advantage.
Forced into expensive arms race with USA

•
83. What was a loss from the War for
the USSR?
84. What was a gain from the War for
China?

•
•

Gained respect of Communist supporters in
Asia
Saved North Korea from American control
USSR gave them lots of weapons and money
North Korea acted as a buffer state on its
borders
Over half a million casualties
Failed to win South Korea for Communism.
Increased US protection and help for Chiang
Kai-Shek on Formosa
Suffered loss of potential trade with USA
Huge casualties – 1.3 million – equal numbers
from North and South (military and civilians)
One in ten civilians dead
Over 30,000 casualties - most were US troops

•
•
•
85. What was a loss from the War for
China?

86. What was the Human cost of War
for Korea?

•
•
•
•
•
•

87. What was the Human cost of war
for UN
88. What was the Human cost of war
for China?
89. Who ruled over IndoChina before
the Second World War?
90. Who took control of IndoChina
during the Second World War?
91. What countries were in
IndoChina?
92. Who led the resistance
movement in Vietnam during the
War?
93. What political ideology did Minh
follow?
94. Why did France pull out of
Vietnam in 1954?
95. What happened after French
colonial ended in Vietnam?
96. What organisation did Minh
establish in 1960?

500,000 casualties
France

Japan
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam
Ho Chi Minh
Communism


Battle of Dien Bien Phu



Divided along 17th Parallel



NLF (Viet cong)
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97. What was South Vietnam like in
the early 1960s?
98. What event happened in South
Vietnam in 1963 resulting in a
change in the government in the
country?
99. How did the US become involved
in the Vietnam War?
100.

Why did the USA increase
their involvement in Vietnam?

101.

What events led to full
scale military conflict in
Vietnam?

102.

What were the tactics of
the Vietcong?

103.

It was corrupt and unpopular



Diem was killed




Kennedy had sent advisors to help the South
Vietnamese army.
containment, domino theory, elections, France
as ally




Gulf of Tonkin incident
GULF OF TONKIN RESOLUTION



Guerrilla warfare



Strategic hamlets, airstrikes (Operation Rolling
Thunder), search and destroy (My Lai),
advanced weapons, chemical warfare e.g.
agent orange, napalm, winning the hearts and
minds



The VC launched a major attack on about 100
Vietnamese cities.



A search and destroy mission in village of My
Lai that killed nearly 400 civilians,

What tactics were used by
the US army?

104.
What was the Tet
Offensive (January 1968)?
105.

106.



What was the My Lai
Massacre (1968)?
Who protested against the
war in Vietnam?

107.
What was the importance
of the media during the Vietnam
war?

Students, veterans, Black Americans, draft
dodgers etc.



•


108.
How did the war in
Vietnam come to an end?


•



109.

Why did the USA withdraw
from the war in Vietnam?
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War in your living room
Key images/scenes e.g. napalm on children,
South Vietnamese police shooting Vietcong
suspect, My Lai etc.
Walter Cronkite – influential reporter
Paris Peace Talks – Le Duc Tho and the role
of Henry Kissinger
US troops withdraw in 1973
The fall of Saigon to communists in 1975 and
the evacuation of Saigon
Low morale and inexperienced troops.
After 1967 troops were conscripted. Young,
inexperienced and scared. Compared to
committed, experienced VC fighters









110.

What were the impacts of
the Vietnam War on Vietnam?







111.
What were the impacts of
the Vietnam War on America?
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Tactics of VC
Guerrilla warfare outsmarted superior
technology of USA.
Declining support for USA in South Vietnam
US tactics killed thousands of innocent
civilians. SV’s government was corrupt. =>
loss of support for USA from S Vietnamese
people USA was supposed to be helping
The press and the media
1964-67/8 most US media did not criticise the
war. However after 1968, TV showed graphic
and violent reports. By 1968 there were
500,000 soldiers in Vietnam. Many soldiers
were coming back injured. Walter Cronkite
from CBS news suggested war in Vietnam was
‘unwinnable’. This had big impact on public
opinion. The My Lai coverage shoed the US
public and turned opinion against the war.
The North Vietnamese army - the NVA massacred thousands of South Vietnamese
after the Americans had left. Many people tried
to flee South Vietnam (eg the "boat people").
The Vietnamese had to fight wars against
Cambodia and China before their
independence was secured.
Vietnam was ruined - its infrastructure was
destroyed, thousands of its people had been
killed, and its farmland was polluted by
American chemical warfare. It remains one of
the poorest countries in the world.
58,000 Americans died in Vietnam.
The war had cost so much that President
Johnson's Great Society programme of social
reform had to be cancelled.
Loss of confidence: America had failed to
"contain" communism. In 1973, Nixon
announced that America was abandoning the
Truman Doctrine. It was nearly 20 years
before America again intervened militarily in
world affairs. - The domino theory was proved
to be wrong. The fall of South Vietnam to
communism was not immediately followed by a
similar effect in other countries.
News of atrocities such as the killings at My
Lai lost the US its claim to moral superiority,
and its status as the world's defender of
freedom and right.



700,000 Vietnam veterans suffered
psychological after-effects.

The Middle Ages: 1000-1500
1. Who is considered to be the Father of
Modern Medicine?
2. What was the name of the doctor who
developed the theory of opposites
3. What is the name of the theory
developed by Hippocrates and later
developed by Galen?
4. What were the four humours?
5. What was the theory of four humours?
6. What did Galen correctly prove about
human anatomy?
7. Why did Galen make mistakes?

8. Why did Galen have such long term
impact?
9. What were the main ideas of cause of
disease in the medieval period?

10. What was the main ways of preventing,
diagnosing and treating illness?

11. The theory that illness is caused by bad
smells is called ...
12. Who could a medieval person see if
unwell?
13. Where were most Christian hospitals
set up?
14. Who were key individuals in Islamic
medicine?
15. What were the 3 main problems for
surgeons?
16. What were the main surgical
procedures that were carried out?
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Medicine stands still
Hippocrates
Galen
The four humours

Phlegm, Black bile, Yellow bile, Blood.
For good health the humours needed to be
balanced.
- Brain controlled the body
- Arteries and veins carried blood
around the body.
Dissected apes and pigs to discover
anatomy and wrongly presumed humans
were the same.
Supported by the Church and wrote books.
-

Punishment from God
- Bad air / miasma
- Astrology
- Unbalanced humours
- Urine chart
- Bleeding / purging
- Zodiac man
- Cleaning the streets
- Herbal remedies
- Prayers and charms
miasma
Physician; women (wise woman /
lady of manor); surgeon; barber
surgeon; apothecary; quacks.
monasteries
Rhazes (Al-Razi); Ibn-al-Nafis;
Albacasis; Ibn Sina (Avicenna)
Pain; infection; bleeding
Bloodletting; tooth extraction;
amputation; cauterisation

17. What were the main Public health
problems in medieval times?

18. Why were monasteries healthier then
towns?

19. When did the Black Death reach
England?
20. What was the impact of the Black
Death?

21. Renaissance Britain 1500-1800 22. What is the name for the time period
between of great change in medical
understanding in 16th and 17th century
is ...
23. What mistakes of Galen’s did Vesalius
prove?

24. What were the limitations of Vesalius’
work?

-Cesspits for human waste near water
supplies.
-rubbish including human excrement
thrown into streets and rivers
- Animals roamed the streets
- Diseases such as plague were common
& spread quickly.
- open sewers or drains ran through the
streets
-monasteries were often built close to
rivers
-Built in isolated places?
- monks washed their clothes regularly &
bathed once a month.
1348
-

Killed over 1/3 population
Whole villages killed
Food shortages
Shortage of workers
More people paid for education after
increase in wages
- .
The beginnings of change
The Renaissance

-

The human jawbone is made of one
bone – not two
- The breastbone has 3 parts – not 7
- Blood does not flow into the heart
through invisible holes in the septum
– these do not exist.
- No one was healthier because of it
- No effect on understanding disease
or treatments

25. What was Vesalius’ key idea / key
findings?

-

26. When was the printing press invented?
27. Why was the printing press important?
28. How did William Harvey change
physiology?

-
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Corrected mistakes made by Galen
Demonstrated the importance of
dissection and asking questions.
1436
Spread of knowledge
Showed that heart pumps blood
around the body

-

29. What did Pare do?

30. What treatments continued in the
Renaissance period?
31. What new methods treating illness was
in the Renaissance?

32. When was the Great Plague?
33. What was similar to the Black Death?

34. How had hospitals changed in
Renaissance?
35. What remained the same with
hospitals?

36. Who treated sick in Renaissance?
37. What was the Royal society?
38. Why was the Royal Society important?
39. Who was John Hunter

40. How did people prevent smallpox
before Jenner?
41. What did Jenner do to prevent
smallpox?
42. When was vaccination made
compulsory?
19th Century 1800-1900 43. Who came up with the Germ Theory?
44. How did Louis Pasteur develop Germ
theory?
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Blood flowed one way around the
body.
-designed and arranged the making of
artificial limbs
- ran out of oil and used ointment instead
- Used ligatures
- Bleeding and purging
- Herbal remedies
- Prayer & charms
- Rhubarb used for purging
- Quinine from South America used to
treat malaria.
- Opium as an anaesthetic
- Tobacco seen as a ‘cure-all’
1665
- Belief of causes, including God and
movement of planets.
- No cures
- High mortality rate – ¼ pop of
London died.
- Specialist hospitals, e.g. maternity.
- Treated minor complaints
- People with infectious diseases not
admitted
- Provided hospitality
- Treatment based on 4 humours
- Physicians; barber surgeons;
apothecaries; women and quacks.
Group discussing new scientific ideas
carrying out experiments.
More prepared to challenge old ideas, e.g.
Galen.
Surgeon who set up anatomy school and
surgical practice, encouraged scientific
approach and his books were widely read.
Inoculation
Vaccination using cow pox
1852
A revolution in medicine
Pasteur
By heating liquid the bacteria was killed
preventing drinks going sour. This made
Pasteur believe that germs may be causing
illness in people.

45. The theory that rubbish or decaying
materials creates microbes is called ...

Spontaneous Generation

46. What did Pasteur’s germ Theory argue?

Bacteria caused decay; Germs around in
the air; Germs caused disease.

47. Who developed Pasteur’s work further
in 1875?

Koch

48. What did Koch add to Germ Theory?
49. What did Koch do with Bacteria to
assist development?
50. What did Paul Ehrlich do?
51. What anaesthetics were developed
during the 19th Century?
52. What did James Simpson do?
53. Why was there opposition to
Chloroform?
54. How did Lister change surgery?
55. Why was there opposition to antiseptics
in surgery?
56. What was Aseptic surgery?
57. What problems remained with surgery?
58. What deadly disease first came to
Britain in 1831?
59. Why was Public Health so poor in
Industrial Britain
60. Who was the civil servant who
researched living conditions in the 19th
century and whose recommendations
were the basis for the public health acts
61. What year was the first public health act
62. Why did the first public health act have
little impact?
63. What year was The Great Stink?
64. What do Charles Booth and Seebohm
Rowntree have in common?
65. What did John Snow discover?
66. The idea that the government should
not interfere is ...
67. The name for cheap accommodation
people lived in in industrial cities
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Identified a specific microbe that caused a
disease (anthrax)
Developed a method of staining to make
bacteria easier to study
Made first chemical cure for disease called
a magic bullet (Salverson 606)
Laughing gas; Ether; Chloroform
Discovered chloroform
New and untested; belief that ‘pain is
good’; increased risk of infection.
Used Carbolic acid – reduced infection
Unpleasant smell; irritated surgeons skin;
slowed down operations (problem of
bleeding); didn’t always work.
Removal of all possible germs from
operating theatre not just the wound.
Blood loss
Cholera
Drinking water came from river; rubbish
dumped in rivers; no sewage system;
frequent outbreaks of cholera; low life
expectancy in cities.
Edwin Chadwick
1848
It wasn’t compulsory
1858
They both researched the living conditions
of the poor
That cholera was spread by dirty water
Laissez faire
Back to back

MFL-Spanish

1

Where you live?

¿Dónde vives?

2

Hello! I me call Pablo and I live in

¡Hola! Me llamo Pablo y vivo en

3

Bournemouth, it’s in the south of

Bournemouth, está en el sur de

4

England on the coast which is

Inglaterra en la costa lo que es

5

really pretty and it’s always nice weather.

muy bonita y siempre hace buen tiempo.

6

I live with my family in a house terraced

Vivo con mi familia en una casa adosada

7

in the suburbs but my grandparents

en las afueras pero mis abuelos

8

live on a farm in the countryside.

viven en una granja en el campo.

9

There’s a garden, a garage and a kitchen

Hay un jardín, un garaje y una cocina

10

modern in my house but my

moderna en mi casa pero mi

11

bedroom is my room favourite because

dormitorio es mi sala preferida porque

12

I have all my books and things there.

tengo todos mis libros y cosas allí.

13

My bed is next to the window and

Mi cama está al lado de la ventana y

14

my television is opposite of my sofa.

mi televisión está enfrente de mi sofá.

15

I like my house as it’s comfortable.

Me gusta mi casa ya que es cómoda.

16

I really love my neighbourhood because

Me chifla mi barrio porque

17

there’s a lot for the residents.

hay mucho para los habitantes.

18

For example, you can to swim in the sea,

Por ejemplo, se puede nadar en el mar,

19

to go to the beach or to go shopping as

ir a la playa o ir de compras ya que

20

there’s a shopping centre big.

hay un centro comercial grande.

21

Last week, I decided to visit

La semana pasada, decidí visitar

22

the centre for to buy some presents

el centro para comprar unos regalos

23

because next week, it will be

porque la semana próxima, será

24

the birthday of my best friend

el cumpleaños de mi mejor amigo.

25

The good (thing) about my area is that

Lo bueno de mi barrio es que

26

you can do lots of activities

se puede hacer muchas actividades

27

acuatics in the summer, however

acuáticas en el verano, sin embargo

28

the bad thing about my area is that

lo malo de mi barrio es que

29

you can’t to ski in the winter

no se puede esquiar en el invierno
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30

because no there are mountains here.

porque no hay montañas aquí.

31

If I had the choice, I would live in Spain

si tuviera la elección, viviría en España

32

porque me mola el clima y la comida

because I love the climate and the food

33

When I am older, I believe that

Cuando sea mayor, creo que

34

I will live in the United States

viviré en los Estados Unidos

35

since I speak well English and Spanish

ya que hablo bien inglés y español

Core Text to feed into General Conversation Questions
Lines 1-33 from the core text on Town and local area feed into the general
conversation questions below which will be used in your final speaking exam in May
2021.
Practise answering the following questions using the core text. Remember you can
extend and adapt your answers using your booklet on Town and Local Area. Your
aim is to answer the questions fluently and without hesitation.
Tips:





Highlight questions 1-7 in 7 different colours and highlight the parts of the core
text as listed below in 7 different colours to help train you on questions and
answers.
Write out your answers that you are going to use in your final speaking exam.
Use Quizlet to help consolidate your learning. Listen to the spelling section of
Quizlet to check your pronunciation is accurate.

1. ¿Dónde vives? (Where do you live? lines 1-8)
2. ¿Cómo es tu casa? (What is your house like? lines 9-15)
3. ¿Qué piensas de tu barrio? (What do you think of your neighbourhood?
lines16-20)
4. ¿Qué hiciste la semana pasada en tu pueblo? (What did you do last week in
your town? lines 21-24)
5. ¿Qué es lo bueno y lo malo de tu barrio? (What is the good thing and bad thing
about your neighbourhood? lines 25-30)
6. ¿Te gustaría vivir en otro país? (Would you like to live in another country? lines 31-32)
7. ¿Qué piensas que harás en el futuro? (What do you think you will do in the
future lines 33-35)
34

MFL-French
Les Vacances - Questions
1. Où vas-tu en vacances normalement? (Where do you normally go on holiday?)
2. Comment y voyages-tu? (How do you travel there?)
3. Qu’est-ce que tu fais pendant tes vacances? (What do you do during the hols ?)
4. Où es-tu allé(e) l’année dernière ? (Where did you go last year ?)
5. Où vas-tu aller l’année prochaine? Où iras-tu l’année prochaine ? (Where are you
going to go / will you go next year ?)

1

1

1

1

2

2

Normally I go on holiday by the sea

Normalement je vais en vacances au bord de la

in Spain with my parents.

mer en Espagne avec mes parents.

We stay in a hotel 3 stars

Nous logeons dans un hôtel trois étoiles

during a week.

pendant une semaine.

My parents say that it’s more

Mes parents disent que c’est plus

comfortable than a campsite.

confortable que le camping.

I agree because I’ve always a room

Je suis d’accord car j’ai toujours une chambre

with view on the sea, how lucky!

avec vue sur la mer, quelle chance !

In general we there travel by plane,

En général nous y voyageons en avion,

although it’s quite expensive.

bien que ce soit assez cher.

I prefer to travel by plane because

Je préfère voyager en avion car

the journey is more short than by car.

le trajet est plus court qu’en voiture.

On holiday I like to relax and taste
3

some dishes traditional at the
restaurants.

4

En vacances j’aime me détendre et goûter
des plats locaux aux restaurants.

The year last I went to the

L’année dernière je suis allé/e aux

United States with my family,

Etats-Unis avec ma famille,

we travelled by plane.

on a voyagé en avion.
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Core Text Answers

4

5

5

5

5

I loved this holiday because we

J’ai adoré ces vacances car on a

visited a lot of monuments and

visité beaucoup de monuments et

in addition it was very hot!

en plus il faisait très chaud !

The year next I’m going to go to

L’année prochaine je vais aller à

Ibiza with my friends to celebrate my

Ibiza avec mes amis pour fêter mon

birthday.

anniversaire.

In my opinion it’s going to be

A mon avis ça va être

incredible because we’re going to

incroyable parce qu’on va

go to clubs and dance,

aller en boite et danser,

But my parents don’t agree because

Mais mes parents ne sont pas d’accord parce

they say that it’s too expensive.

qu’ils disent que c’est trop cher.

So I must save by finding a

Donc il faut que j’économise en trouvant un

little job for the weekend.

petit job pour le week-end.
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Business
Golden Knowledge CQ

Q
1

Core Question
What is branding?

2

What branding techniques can be
used?

Knowledge
Techniques that can be used to
create an image of a business in the
eyes of the consumer
Logos, slogans, colour schemes,
advertising, quality

3

What are the 4 P’s of promotion?

Price, Product, Place, Promotion

4

What sales promotion methods
can a business use to increase
sales?
What advertising methods can a
business use to increase sales?

BOGOF (Buy one get one free),
product placement, discounts

6

What are Fixed Costs?

Costs incurred by a business that do
not change based on output e.g Rent

7

What are Variable Costs?

8

What is Breakeven and how is it
calculated?

Costs incurred by a business that
change based on output e.g Raw
Materials
The number of products/services a
business needs to sell to cover all of
its costs

5

9

TV advertising, posters, leaflets,
billboards, radio

= Fixed Costs/Contribution per unit
Sales Revenue – Total costs

How is profit calculated?
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Secondary Core Questions

Q
1

Core Question
Knowledge
What are the advanatges of being Keep all of the profit
a Sole Trader?
Make all of the decisions

2

What are the disadvantages of
being a Sole Trader?

3

What are the advantages of being Shared work load
in a partnership?
More investment
More ideas
What are the disadvantages of
Arguments
being in a partnership?
Share the profit
Shared unlimited liability
What are the advantages of a
Limited liability – more protection if
limited company?
the business fails

4

5

Unlimited Liability
Pressure
Lack of holidays

6

What is market segmentation?

Splitting up the market based on the
characteristics of different groups of
consumers

7

What factors can be used to
segment the market?

Age, Gender, Job, Income, Religion
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PE
BTEC – Unit 3 – Fitness Training and Testing - AUT

1

2

Core Question:
Can you think of some examples
of sports leaders?

What attributes make a good
sports leader?

For example, sports coaches,
fitness instructors, school/college
coaches, local club coaches, national
club coaches, amateur coaches.
●Skills(communication,organisation of
equipment, knowledge).●Advanced
skills(activity structure, target setting,
use of language, evaluation).
● Qualities
(appearance,enthusiasm,confidence)


3

What responsibilities do sports
leaders have?

Additional qualities (leadership
style, motivation, humour,
personality).

● Core responsibilities
(professionalconduct,healthandsafety,eq
uality).
● Wider responsibilities (insurance,child
protection,legalobligations,ethics and
values, rules and regulations).

4
5

6

What are the differences
between 2 sports leaders?
What are the 3 components of a
warm up?
What are the main components
of a session plan?

Skills, advanced skills, qualities,
responsibilities ect
Pulse raiser (running, skipping, ect)
Dynamic Stretches
Sport Specific Drill
Main component / components of
activity, e.g. skill introduction,
development, conditioned game, final
activity.
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Dance
Revision from year 10
Core Questions:

Answer:

1

What is reflective
practice?

Reflective practice is where you think about how well something
has gone, and you consider changes for next time based on
what your thoughts were. It is a way of studying your own
experiences to improve the way you work.

2

What is reflect in-action?

Means to think about or reflect while you are carrying out the
activity.

3

What is reflect on-action? Thinking about or reflect after the activity has been carried out

4

Why is important to reflect
on your own practice?

5

What does collaboration
mean?

8

How do dancers prepare
for an audition

9

Why is it important to plan To ensure that the dance is performed with confidence and
a rehearsal?
accuracy and to everyone’s best ability to obtain the job role.

10

How can you plan for an
effective rehearsal?

11

Name 4 different types of Mental rehearsal, systematic repetition, response to feedback,
rehearsal skills
capacity to improve

12

Mental skills

Movement memory, commitment, concentration, confidence.

13

Order of a warm-up

Cardio, Mobility, Stretching

14

Dynamic mobility

This is the body’s ability to move in multiple directions safetly.



It helps you to be better at the activity next time round,
looking at what other possibilities there were for a certain
activity from your knowledge of doing it.
 It also helps you to develop your skills and review their
effectiveness.
 By reflecting we can grow and develop our understanding
more deeply, so that our work continues to improve the next
time we roll through the design process.
To work with or alongside someone else.
Make sure they know the sequence confidently. Are
comfortable to improvise if they go wrong. Have researched the
place they are auditioning at. Taken extra classes and
rehearsals.

Make sure all dancers know the time and place and are
prepared to work hard on the tasks communicated
beforehand.
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Music
The Romantic Concerto
1. I can give a date for the Romantic period.

Approximately 1820-1900 (LOTS of overlap with the
classical period – such as Beethoven)

2. I can describe the melodic features found in
the Romantic period.

More changes of tempo and performers were
encouraged to use rubato. This means ‘robbed time’
and means that the performer can pull the time back
or push it forwards depending on what they wish to
say with the music.
Harmony became much more complex with the
addition of more notes – some of which can seem to
clash.

3. I can describe the dynamic features found in
the Romantic period.

Much larger range of dynamics used – up to 6 pianos
or 6 fortes! Sometimes the full range will happen bar
to bar.

5. I can describe the features of orchestras
within the Romantic period.

Much, much larger orchestras.

6. I can give details of the instruments used in
the Romantic period.

Brass instruments developed a lot – they now had
valves which make playing different notes much
easier than their ‘natural’ ancestors. Tubas and
trombones were added to the orchestra alongside
horns and trumpets.

7. I can explain the forms and structures
commonly found in Romantic music.

Sonata form still used, however composers
experimented with different numbers of movements
– some have four. The long introductions from the
orchestra, found in the Classical period, were
sometimes done away with completely and the
soloist played right from the start.

8. I can explain why the Romantic period is
named as it is.

Romantic music focuses on provoking emotion
and passion

9. I can give examples of famous Romantic
concertos.

Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto
Rachmaninov’s Piano Concertos 1-4
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10. I can successfully identify Romantic
composers.

Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, Ravel, Shostakovich

The Baroque Concerto
1. I can give accurate date of the Baroque
period.

1600-1750

2. I can describe the melodic features found in
the Baroque period.

Lots of ornamentation (extra notes to add interest).

3. I can describe the dynamic features found in
the Baroque period.

Terraced dynamics (sudden changes only).

4. I can describe the textures most commonly
found in the Baroque period.

Polyphonic (lots of melodies woven together – also
called counterpoint).

5. I can describe the features of orchestras
within the Baroque period.

Usually small orchestras. Basso continuo (continuous
bass) usually provided by harpsichord and low string
instruments.

6. I can give details of the instruments used in
the Baroque period.

Keyboard instruments (organ and harpsichord) are
very important. Strings instruments used a lot. Some
woodwind and brass.

7. I can explain the difference between a
concerto and a Concerto Grosso.

A concerto with a small group of soloists. A concerto
is a soloist accompanied by the whole orchestra.

8. I can explain the forms and structures
commonly found in Baroque music.

Structure most often represented by structured
sections ABA this is called Ternary form.
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9. I can describe the types of ornamentation
found in Baroque music.

Till, mordent, appoggiatura, acciaccatura.

10. I can give examples of famous Baroque
composer.

J.S. Bach.

The Classical Concerto
1. I can give a date of the Classical period.

Approximately 1750-1820 (very short!)

2. I can describe the melodic features found
in the Classical period.

Tastes became simpler – less ornamentation used and
composers moved away from having lots of melodies playing
at the same time.

3. I can describe the dynamic features found
in the Classical period.

Crescendo and diminuendo – gradual changes in dynamics
appear (partly due to the increased use of the piano)

4. I can describe the textures most commonly
found in the Classical period.

Melody and Accompaniment – Classical music tends to have
one melody with chords or a less important accompaniment
underneath.

5. I can describe the features of orchestras
within the Classical period.

Size of the orchestra increased.
String instruments continue to dominate the Classical
orchestra but woodwind instruments started to be used
more and more.
Clarinet first used in the Classical orchestra.

6. I can give details of the instruments used in
the Classical period.

Piano was invented in approximately 1700 but really
developed and became popular in the classical period.
Harpsichord dropped out of fashion due to its limitations.

7. I can explain the forms and structures
commonly found in Classical music.

Movements, Classical concertos usually have 3 movements –
what tempos would they normally have? Fast-Slow-Fast
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8. I can explain what is meant by balanced or
‘question and answer’ phrasing.

Short balanced phrases – often 2 or 4 bars long.

10. I can successfully identify Classical
composers.

Mozart and Haydn

Question and Answer.
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Q
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

21

Religious studies
Religion, Crime and Punishment
Golden Knowledge Core Questions
Core Question
Knowledge
What is a crime?
An offence which is punishable by law, e.g. stealing or murder.
What is a
Something legally done to somebody as a result of being found
punishment?
guilty of breaking the law.
What is meant by
The opposite of good. A force or the personification of a negative
evil?
power that is seen in many traditions as destructive and against
God.
What is meant by
Being without money, food or other basic needs of life (being poor).
poverty?
What is a mental
A medical condition that affects a person’s feelings, emotions or
illness?
moods, and perhaps their ability to relate to others.
What is an addiction? A physical or mental dependency on a substance or activity which is
very difficult to overcome.
What is meant by
Wanting to possess wealth, goods or items of value which are not
greed?
needed.
What is a hate crime? Crimes, often including violence, that are usually targeted at a
person because of their race, religion, sexuality, disability or gender.
What is an aim of
The reason giving a particular punishment – what do they want to
punishment?
achieve by the end of the punishment?
What is retribution?
An aim of punishment; to get your own back – revenge – “An eye for
an eye”.
What is deterrence?
An aim of punishment; to put people off committing crimes.
What is reformation? An aim of punishment; to change someone’s behaviour for the
better.
What is meant by
The ability of people to make decisions for themselves without
free-will?
constraint.
What is prison?
A secure building where offenders are kept for a period of time set
by a judge.
What is corporal
Punishments that cause physical pain – now illegal in the UK e.g.
punishment?
whipping or the cane.
What is community
Making offenders do unpaid work in the community.
service?
What is justice?
Everyone being treated fairly.
What is forgiveness? Showing mercy, and pardoning someone for what they have done
wrong.
State a bible quote
“Forgive us our sins as we forgive those who sin against us.”; “‘Lord,
that tells Christians
how many times I shall forgive my brother when he sins against me?
that they should
Up to seven times?’ Jesus answered, ‘I tell you, not seven times, but
forgive others.
seventy-seven times.”; “Father forgive them, for they do not know
what they are doing.”.
What is the capital
Also known as the death penalty. A prisoner is put to death for the
punishment?
crimes they have committed. Illegal in the UK and other countries
but still illegal in some countries e.g. Saudi Arabia and some states
in America.
What is meant by the The idea that all life is holy as it is created and loved by God.
sanctity of life?
Christians believe that human life should not be misused or abused.
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Technology
Revision from year 10
Q

Core Question

Knowledge

Unit 1 AC1.1-1.4
1.

What is a nutrient?

A substance that provides nourishment essential for the
maintenance of life and for growth.

2.

What are macro and
micro nutrients?

Macro nutrients are the ‘main’ nutrients found in food
(Carbohydrates, Protein, Fats) these are needed in large
amounts.

Why are they needed in
different amounts?

Micro Nutrients these are needed in small amounts
(Calcium, Iron, zinc)

3.

What is a balanced diet?

A balanced diet is a diet that consists of a variety of foods.
Different foods provide us with different nutrients, it is
important that we follow a healthy and balanced diet, in
order to prevent ill health.

4.

What is the role of protein
in the body?

Protein in needed for Growth and Repair of cells.

5.

What is a deficiency?

A deficiency is when someone doesn’t have enough of a
particular nutrients. There can be visual and non-visual
signs associated with a ‘deficiency.’

6.

What is the role of fat in
the body?

Fat is our bodies main source of energy, it is also needed
for protection of the main organs.

7.

What is the role of
carbohydrate in the
body?

Carbohydrates provide immediate fuel in the form of
glucose so that your cells can carry out their functions.
You get carbohydrates in many forms. Simple carbs
including fructose, galactose, glucose and sucrose are
rapidly digested and converted to fuel. You get these from
foods like fruit, vegetables and packaged foods that have
added sugar.

8.

What is the difference
between simple and
complex carbohydrates?

The main difference between simple and complex
carbohydrates is that simple carbohydrates are quickly
digested and absorbed by the body whereas complex
carbohydrates take time to be digested.

9.

What are the fat soluble
and water soluble
vitamins?

Water-soluble vitamins are those that are dissolved in
water and readily absorbed into tissues for immediate use.
Fat-soluble vitamins are dissolved in fats. They are
absorbed by fat globules that travel through the small
intestines and distributed through the body in the
bloodstream.
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10. What is the role of the
different minerals in the
body?

The body uses minerals to perform many different
functions, from building strong bones to transmitting
nerve impulses. Some minerals are even used to make
hormones or maintain a normal heartbeat. The two kinds of
minerals are: macro minerals and trace minerals

11. What is the role of the
water in the body?

Water is the main fluid needed in the human body. It
makes up 75% of the total bodyweight. Water acts as a
medium in which various metabolic and biochemical
reactions take place. Water insures hydration and
digestion.

12. What is meant by the
term Poor nutrition?

Is when a person is ‘lacking’ in a particular nutrient?
Having poor nutrition can lead to health problems. Poor
nutrition is a chronic problem often linked to poverty,
food security or a poor understanding of nutrition and
dietary practices. Malnutrition and its consequences are
large contributors to deaths and disabilities worldwide.

13. What is meant by the
term ‘Iron deficiency’.

When you do not have enough of the mineral iron in your
blood- this can be determined by a blood test.

14. What is meant by the
term ‘Vitamin Deficiency’.

When the body lacks a particular vitamin, the body can
respond with visual and non-visual signs.

15. What is meant by the
term ‘energy balance’

It is important to balance the amount of energy we eat with
the amount of energy we use up. Keeping our bodies
active helps to keep u healthy.

16. What is a calorie?

Calories are found in the foods we eat, we need calories to
keep us alive. On the average, to maintain desirable
weight, men need about 2,700 calories per day and
women need about 2,000 calories per day. These
figures apply to adults with low activity levels.

17. What is meant by
‘Reference intake’ or
‘Reccomended daily
allowance’?

Reference Daily Intake The Reference Daily Intake (RDI)
used in nutrition labeling on food and dietary supplement
products in the UK is the daily intake level of a nutrient
that is considered to be sufficient to meet the requirements
of 97–98% of healthy individuals.

18. What is an amino acid?

Proteins are made up of amino acids. There are two types
of amino acids ‘essential’ and ‘non-essential’. Essential
Acids our body cannot make up, we therefore have to get
these from our food. Non-essential amino acids can be
made by our body.
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Art
Students should attach the colour Knowledge organiser here
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